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The American School of Milan seeks to have each student discover and develop his/ 
her capacities and achieve personal excellence. Quantitative and qualitative  
assessments as well as teacher observations provide measures of a student’s growth 
that can serve to guide new learning strategies as well as evaluate progress in the 
 preparation for future education. Such assessments also assist the school in measuring 
the outcomes of instruction and to determine whether instructional efforts are positively 
affecting student achievement.

Since the assessment of student achievement and the evaluation of current program 
offerings are important functions that a school performs, the Director, in consultation with 
the faculty, shall establish an assessment program, both quantitative and qualitative in 
nature, to administer annually to students in the Upper and Elementary grades.  The 
assessment program shall include standardized testing designed to measure students’ 
cognitive ability and achievement in language, reading, mathematics and writing.

(American School of Milan Policy Manual April 2016 )

In order to understand excellence, students should be aware of what constitutes high 
achievement through teachers sharing rubrics and assessment criteria.

PURPOSE OF ASSESSMENT
Assessment should:
» Provide feedback and support to students.
» Develop further understanding of skills, knowledge and concepts in each subject.
» Provide opportunities for students to apply what they know in unfamiliar contexts 

to demonstrate deep understanding.
» Provide feedback for teachers to monitor the effectiveness of their course.

PRINCIPLES OF ASSESSMENT
1. Assessment should reflect student achievement after learning, and will not always 

reflect effort or understanding after the assessment
2. Assessment is continuous throughout the year to guide students in their learning.
3. Students should be encouraged to be responsible for their own learning through 

self-reflection and peer assessment.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:
» Allows teachers to monitor students’ progress towards meeting IB standards.
» Gives feedback to students as they are learning.
» Allows students and teachers to identify students’ strengths and weaknesses.
» Shows students how they can improve.

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
» Judges the level of  student understanding at the end of learning.
» Will require students to apply their learning to a new context.

ASM ASSESSMENT POLICY

ASSESSMENT IN ASM’S IB DP PROGRAMME 
(GRADES 11 AND 12)
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Assessment at ASM is mostly criterion-related. This type of assessment “ judges  
students’ work in relation to identified levels of attainment, rather than in relation 
to the work of other students.” 1

In 11 and 12 grade, assessment often models the formal assessment officially set by IBO. 
DP official Internal and External Assessment is undertaken by all Diploma Programme 
teachers according to the IB DP Handbook of Procedures.

Some assessments in IB Diploma are external, such as the official IB exams and are 
graded externally by IB examiners. Other assessments are internal, graded by the class 
teacher and sent to IB examiners for moderation.

TEACHER EXPECTATIONS AND ASSESSMENT:
Teachers should:
» Provide students with samples of graded work, which may have been produced by ASM 

students or taken from the official “Teachers support material”.
» Share assessment criteria and rubrics for each IB subject in advance so as to ensure 

that students become familiar with the expectations of the Diploma Programme.  
Rubrics are posted on teachers’ websites.

» Use a mark scheme or rubric which shows the student what constitutes a successful 
piece of work. 

» Return work in a timely fashion with constructive feedback and publish grades in 
Powerschool.

» Collaborate with colleagues to ensure that a balance of assessment tasks is given 
to students.

» Post deadlines for assignments on PowerSchool.
» Use a variety of assessment tools
» Communicate with parents regularly and immediately in case of concern.
» Notify all parents at mid-quarter checkpoint of students with grades of D or below.

STUDENT EXPECTATIONS AND ASSESSMENT:
Students should:
» Be responsible for writing down ALL homework tasks & deadlines.
» Use the mark schemes or rubrics provided by teachers to achieve their best work.
» Submit work on time.
» Correct mistakes when work is returned to them.
» Honor academic integrity at all times and, understand the consequences if they do not. 

(please refer to the ASM Academic Honesty Policy)

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION EXPECTATIONS AND ASSESSMENT:
The School should:
» Produce examination/test timetables with enough notice for students and teachers 

to formulate a revision program.
» Keep records of achievement.
» Publish IB subject guides, IB assessment criteria and exam schedule through the 

Parent Portal and the school website.

PARENT EXPECTATIONS AND ASSESSMENT:
» Support student adherence to set deadlines for work.
» Help motivate their child(ren.)
» Help create an environment that is to the benefit of their child.
» Follow student’s progress on PowerSchool and contact the teacher with any concerns 

wherever possible.

All the above expectations exist to ensure that all students reach their full potential.

1 Ibo, Guidelines for developing 
a school assessment policy in the 
Diploma Programme, 2010
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INTERNAL MODERATION OF STUDENTS’ WORK
In order to make consistent and reliable decisions regarding students’ assessment, 
teachers collaborate in developing the course, designing the assessment and, when 
more than one teacher is involved in teaching the same subject, conducting internal 
moderation, particularly for the Internal and External Assessment sent to IBO examiners.

All IB teachers are responsible for respecting IB deadlines and for setting internal  
timelines for students that take into consideration the following:

» Respecting students’ workload and avoiding overstressing the candidates
» Providing timely feedback to candidates on written work 
» Allowing teachers time to check for authenticity before submitting candidates’ work 

to the examiners
» Giving teachers time for internal moderation

At ASM, all upper school students Grades 9-12 must take two formal written examination 
sessions each year:

» Semester exam which takes place in January
» Final exam which takes place in June

IB seniors take their IB mock exams during the semester exam in January prior to their 
official IB exams which occur during the month of May.

REPORTING TO PARENTS
ASM uses PowerSchool, a password protected web-based student information system, 
to track academic progress.  One of the benefits of this program is that it allows the  
parent or guardian, to easily track the student’s academic progress. 

Parents of Upper School students can access their child’s grades at all times on  
PowerSchool and are encouraged to do so at regular intervals. Progress reports may 
be sent home at any given point during the year at the discretion of the teacher.  Each 
parent is urged to sign and/or make comments on these reports and then send them 
back to the teacher.  

REPORTING ON STUDENT PROGRESS

ASM officially reports on students’ progress in November through parent teacher confer-
ence, and in January and June through written report cards.  If necessary, more regular 
meetings are held between the teacher and parents.  Report card comments have been 
standardized for all subject areas and aligned with IB assessment criteria.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT TIMELINES

ASM EXAMINATIONS SESSIONS
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HOW IS A STUDENT’S SEMESTER GRADE CALCULATED?

G1
Coursework

80% Summative
20% Formative

F1
Final Exam

S1
Total Semester

Grade
80% G1
20% F1

+ =

ASM core values encourage responsible and respectful behavior. One of the ways  
we live these values is by expecting students to honor deadlines. Should a student 
miss a deadline, or be absent from school without parental justification, there will be  
a consequence.

An excused absence is defined as follows:  A parent/guardian must call the upper school 
secretary by 12:00 pm on the day of the absence to justify and excuse the student.

Students who do not have an excused absence will receive a zero/F for all work that was 
due on that day, including both formative and summative assignments.

An unexcused absence is defined as any absence without justification given by parent/
guardian on the morning of the absence. In such cases, students are encouraged to 
complete the tasks and submit them.  Although the student cannot receive credit for the 
assignment, they can still receive feedback.

Students who have an excused absence must complete late work in proportion to  
the number of days they missed.  Therefore, if a student is absent for one day, s/he  
must make up the assignment in one day, or at teacher discretion. One week is the  
maximum time for an assignment to be accepted after returning from an extended  
excused absence.

ASM EXAMINATIONS SESSIONS

ASM ACADEMIC GRADING SCALE AND GRADE BOUNDARIES

This assessment policy and procedures manual was reviewed during school year September 2012- 
2013, and implemented in September, 2013. It was subsequently revised in September 2016 by Dp 
Coordinator, Director of Teaching and Learning and Upper School Principal.


